T-cell recognition of non-mutated tumor antigens in healthy individuals: connecting endogenous immunity and tumor dormancy.
The concept of a dual functional programme of the immune system to destroy malignant cells but also to edit their immunogenic profile, considerably improved our understanding of the process of tumor evolution in the context of a continuum of interactions between tumor cells and immune lymphocytes. Such an endogenous antitumor immunity throughout the period of cancer development established the concept of cancer immunomodulation which is practically based on a process of selection of more clonal tumors which are manageable by the immune system and constitute the equilibrium phase of immunoediting. The duration of this phase is very important, because the immune system keeps the tumor in a dormant state via cell interactions which establish a balanced state of tumor immunosurveillance versus tumor immune evasion. Depending on the quality and quantity of antitumor immune reactivity and the effectiveness of resistance mechanisms employed by the tumor cells to counteract this immune attack, the equilibrium phase may have shorter or longer duration. Notwithstanding its natural course, the equilibrium phase should be considered as a part of tumor evolutionary process guided by genetic as well as epigenetic changes which in turn activate endogenous cellular immunity to certain levels capable of controlling tumor growth rates and maintain tumor dormancy.